For more than 1,000 years textiles have played an important role in Japanese culture. The artistic skill developed by the Japanese in dying, spinning, and weaving elevated the status of fabric so that for many years it was used as currency, given as gifts, and signified the status and rank of the individual. Throughout the history of Japanese costume there have been two recurring themes: desire and restraint. While the nobility and common people were desirous of showing off the beautiful fabrics their artists created, the Emperor and Shogunate enacted laws against extravagance and to maintain social order.

Asuka Period (538-710 A.D.)
Prince Shotoku introduced the system of social hierarchy in his court based on clothing color. Court colors were purple, blue, red, yellow, white and black. Each color corresponded to a human virtue. For example, black symbolized wisdom and was the lowest rank whereas blue, the second-highest rank, symbolized human virtue. For example, black symbolized wisdom and was the lowest rank whereas blue, the second-highest rank, symbolized human virtue. Even though people could be promoted to a higher rank, they could only wear the colors of the rank they were born into. Prince Shotoku introduced the system of social hierarchy in his court based on clothing color. Court colors were purple, blue, red, yellow, white and black. Each color corresponded to a human virtue. For example, black symbolized wisdom and was the lowest rank whereas blue, the second-highest rank, symbolized human virtue. Even though people could be promoted to a higher rank, they could only wear the colors of the rank they were born into.

Nara Period (710-794 A.D.)
It was during the Nara period that the Court Dress and Cap Regulating Office ordered people to fold the left side of their kimono across the front of the right side, and to this day the Japanese still fold their kimono left over right.

Edo Period (1603-1867)
During the Edo period the artisan class, rather than the nobility, became the fashion trendsetters. In particular, Kabuki dancers were medieval Japan’s equivalent to movie stars. It was a male kabuki dancer who first introduced the obi, the large wide sash that is tied around the waist of the kimono. The dancer was extremely tall, and since he was playing the role of a woman, he thought tying a large wide sash around his waist would make him appear smaller. For hundreds of years women used thin strips of ribbon tied loosely around the waist to keep their kimono shut. When the female members of the audience saw the obi, and the elaborate way in which it was tied, they went wild. Since this time the obi, not strips of ribbon, have been tied around the waist of the kimono.

Restrained Elegance
Eventually the people found a way to create balance between their desires and the law. Restrained elegance (called wabi-shibu) came into practice around the Edo Period. Wabi-shibu was not a law issued by the emperor, but a self-imposed aesthetic by the public who came to believe clothing should be worn in a balanced way. Their fabric was always rich and exquisite, but the colors and patterns were subtle, not flashy.